
 

 

 

 

Minutes of Home Ownership Panel meeting 

Held Tuesday 02 February 2021 6.00 – 7.30pm via Zoom 

 

 1. Welcomes, introductions and declaration of interest 
 

1.1  Introduction from observers and all panel members.  
 

1.2 No declarations of interest noted.  
 

1.2 Apologies received from one member 
 

 2. Minutes and actions from last meeting 8 December 2020 
 

2.1 Minutes taken as read. No amendments put forward  
 

2.2 Outstanding actions from previous meetings;  
 
4.14 - Safer Homes Customer Panel being set up. Staff and residents being recruited to panel by 
March.  
 
5.2 -  Letters will be shared when they are available. Tone of Voice training delivered to 350 staff 

through virtual Classroom training. Champions being set up across business to support staff 
to be consistent.  
 

5.3 - Review Comms plans for major works – Procurement. (planned maintenance) delayed from 
March. Contract goes live after April and then comms plan will be shared. 

 
7.3 – Leasehold reform update – No significant updates. Focus diverted to fire safety currently. 

  
7.3.6 - Involve HOP in invoice packs – This action will be ongoing 
 

2.3 HOP members reiterate their wish to view the invoice pack to identify what information is involved 
in this and feedback on the packs. The Director responsible for service charges was once again 
asked to join the meeting ACTION. It was challenged as to why this action has been outstanding 
for one year.  

 3. Service charge update 
 

3.1 The Director responsible for service charges was invited to attend this meeting by the panel and 
provide an update on service charges. RC shared apologies on his behalf and informed members 
that a written briefing note has been shared as an update instead and questions will be taken 
back to the team. 
 

3.2 There was an understanding that the Director responsible for service charges was attending to 
deliver the paper. He confirmed that he had not been informed of the details of the report in 
advance. 



3.3 It was challenged that the paper submitted for discussion was provided late at 17:21 – only 40 
minutes before the meeting started. This was passed on as soon as it was received from the 
author.  
 
HOP were given an apology that the report has been circulated so late. It had also been 
circulated late internally. Given a choice to postpone this item on the agenda or distribute this 
document for immediate review, Hyde thought most important to share with HOP what it had at 
this time.    
 
It was also noted that because this paper was produced late, this has not been written in 
collaboration with other internal stakeholders within the service charge process.  
 
This does not reference the discussions had with Customer Voice last week and the commitment 
made there to provide an evidenced based update on the statement and budget experience and 
process from this year, in May. This has not been captured in this report provided. 
 

3.4 All members agreed for Item to be postponed on the agenda until next meeting. ACTION 
 

3.5 It was challenged as to why the Director responsible for service charges has been invited a 
couple of times and has not attended.  
 
Chair requested that item be postponed and the document to be reviewed internally at Hyde and 
reflects other items as mentioned and pick this up again.  
 
HOP members noted that this keeps being postponed and that they want to have a real, honest 
conversation about this topic. 
 

3.6 Members were asked to read the document and provide their feedback through the OAK or email 
to take their comments and questions back to the business.  It will be posted to OAK on HOP and 
CV area for discussion and feedback and comments ACTION 
 
This report does need to be sense checked with the other teams involved in the processes. 
Accurate and co-ordinated message needs to be shared with wider residents  
 

1) This doc is to be shared with CV as first step, 
2) Then Hyde may need to review content and come back with a more a refined document.  
3) In the meantime, we welcome any feedback and comments from members over the next 

week. 
 
This will be shared on all Formal group areas on the OAK – members to read report and feedback 
thoughts and comments,   
 
Hyde noted it would be helpful to know in what way it does or doesn’t answer your questions.  
 

 4. Resident Inspection Team update 
 

4.1 An overview of the Resident inspection teams work was provided for the benefit of the observers, 
explaining the link from regulation and Tenant Empowerment Standard.  
 
4 inspections delivered a year. Meeting virtually has extended the reach of inspections over the 
last 12 months due to lockdown. The last inspection was Estate Management.   
 

4.2 Scrutiny Day, annual meeting took place 11th January 2021.  
This year the planning session was held virtually so more challenging set up this year. There is a 
vague list of items for the planning of this year. Next inspection is to be Defects. (New builds 
focus)   
 
Following that (an aspect) of Service Charges (possibly sinking funds) will be investigated again 
later in the year, still in planning stages. 
   



Sheltered Housing – This area of the business would benefit from face to face interaction would 
be required to better deliver this inspection. Maybe decants is another area for consideration. 
 

4.3 The panel were asked if any topic they would like to add in for consideration. 
 
Homeowner services was raised. Different aspects mentioned but agreed ‘Lifecycle of 
Homeowner’ review use to scrutinise the service best. Then HOP can feedback to RIT the results 
and feedback. 
 

4.4 The inspection team feels that Hyde listens to residents, but it can be a frustratingly slow process 
to see change. Slow progress on service charges is challenging to hear – still improving process. 
Getting balance right with significant change.  
 
Thanks, given to RIT for their continuous hard work and holding Hyde to account keeping the 
momentum and getting updates on recommendations.  
 

4.5 A link will be shared to all the RIT inspection reports and summaries with observers and follow up.  
ACTION 
 

 5. Section 20 updates including fire safety 
 

5.1 Two separate letters sent out on 18th January (some residents received them straight away, some 
were only received today. (We are aware there are some delays with the postal service due to 
current circumstances) 
 
Letters relating to procurement of External Wall Surveying frameworks (EWS1) and Waking 
Watch contractors.  
 

5.2 168 observations on received on EWS and 169 observations received regarding the Waking 
watch out of 44,000 letters sent out. 
 

5.3 For clarity, no intention to put Waking Watch in any buildings BUT we are procuring the 
framework so if we must on the recommendation of external fire engineers and agreement from 
fire brigade, then we have a pool of reasonably priced contractors in place to set this up as 
temporary measure.  
 

5.4 Building Safety and Fire Safety Bill – External Wall surveys will be required to be carried out 
regularly. As there is a possibility that this could also be required for houses, so Hyde are 
currently consulting with everyone. 
 
This form part of the fire risk assessment and will be on a 5-year basis. EWS1 isn’t safety 
assessment but external wall survey will be a safety assessment – Very different things.   
 
No charges will be applied if you don’t ever receive the services, but the feedback is needed on 
these contracts from everyone, as these are long term contracts will be set up. 
 

5.5 HOP members noted that tone of voice approach needs to be applied to these letters. Everything 
has been explained clearly in this meeting, but it was noted why can’t this language be applied, 
and the letter content improved to better explain those points to all residents. 
 
A large proportion of observations are from mis-understanding the information in the letters.  
 

5.6 A suggestion was made for all letters to go through a review  
 
Difficult with Section 20 and Fire Safety especially is very hard to communicate as its all over the 
news.  
 
Next round of Stock Investment consultation next to be set out (second round of communication 
for this) 
 



Again, from reviewing the observations from the last phase, most feedback was from mis-
understanding the message. ‘Don’t replace my roof!’ etc.  
 
Hyde have been sending Section 20 comms for many years and we still struggle to get the 
balance right. All resident feedback is noted and appreciated for content changes. The panel were 
asked for their pointers and feedback.  
 

5.7 Some members had received the letters. HOP members may understand the approach, but the 
general resident population is not informed in the same way and panic can set in, especially in 
resident WhatsApp groups.  
 
Things have improved since other consultations but its prompted residents to go to the website to 
get clarity.  
 

5.8 It was noted that it was very bad timing to have to send all these communications out together 
and especially currently. EWS is everywhere in the press now. Fire Safety and Home Owners 
regularly being discussed in the press. 330+ observations is quite good, but only a small 
percentage compared to the amount received.  

5.9 Some HOP members felt that letter was much clearer. Taken on board the sub texting and 
breaking down information. Excellent sign posting to ESW1 info on website, so they can research. 
 
Key to this type of communication, is this something that will impact them directly ‘is this relevant 
to me and what is this going to cost me’  
 
This content has improved but language could still be slightly clearer that this ‘may affect you’   
 
The role of the PMs was also noted. There should be closer working with PM’s on new notices so 
that they are aware if it is going to affect their blocks/estate etc and then the PM can reassure 
residents too. 
 
PM’s are not kept informed of the department comms going out to residents. 
 
It was clarified that teams receive information 2 weeks in advance of staff with the mailing lists of 
who is being targeted. FAQ’s summary lists of who to be contacted etc shared. HOP will share an 
email to Hyde providing an example of where this cannot have been the approach previously. 
 

5.10 Until legislation is confirmed, Hyde cannot confirm if external wall survey will need to be carried 
out etc. Not clear on the extent of the amount of properties due to the current legislation not 
changing.  
 

5.12 HOP asked about how value for money the approach was e.g. multiple communications going out 
- and asked whether these kinds of communications can be consolidated. 
 
Law of property act 1925 and Housing Act and subsequent amendments noted, means that;  

- Must send consultation communications out by post, (even COVID not changed process) 
- Can’t send all in one go/big bundle – if taken to tribunal a resident could state ‘you didn’t 

make that clear’ all the if got lost – and this would go in their favour, so Hyde would be at 
risk in terms of compliance.    

- Approach needs to be clear, legible and not being diverted from information.  
 

 6. Update on complaints 
 

6.1 This paper was previously shared at CV.  
This details Hyde’s response to new Housing ombudsman code, came into force since 
September and gained strength following sanctions, in January 2021. 
 
Lots of actions being put in place to launch this new process have come from recommendations 
form the RIT from last year.  
 
Paper taken as read and opportunity for questions from panel members.  



6.2 Question raised from member about timeframe for responses being the biggest challenge.  
What is being done to implement this. How are Hyde going to reduce extensions to comply with 
this regulation?  
 

6.3 Completely new approach to complaint management, current agreement says complaints stay 
open until all follow-on actions are complete.  
 
This changes in the new approach. The first 10 days is investigation, get answers and provide a 
decision to the customer.  
 
Where there is a follow-on action like repairs or follow on investigation etc this would be added to 
additional; timeframe which would be detailed in the letter. 
 
The complaint is answered but the action resolution takes longer. Resident can get anxious that 
resolution won’t materialise if the complaint is closed.  
 

6.4 Lots of effort being put into training operational staff, greater speed and accountability to resolve 
these complaints. Dedicated staff now in all teams to support investigations and lessons learnt.  
 

6.5 Ombudsman is applying a shock to the system for housing associations within the industry. This 
is having a knock-on effect to the relationship with the regulator. It’s a call to action for whole 
sector to better respond to customer complaints. This will not be easy, but this will be a positive 
move. Expectations from Board and executive level will transcend organisations.  
 

6.6 Hyde and Ombudsman want same thing. Hyde are taking Customer first approach aiming for a 
prompt fair and polite complaints handling approach. 
 

6.7 Hope recognised that there has been improvement and when a complaint is logged (online) this is 
now acknowledged quickly. What is still being missed is actual stage 1 decision A letter is 
received giving a deadline date, that date passed and chasing starts. 6 months later may get a 
stage 1 response.  
 
This acts as a blocker currently to prevent residents going to ombudsman as can’t follow process 
until exhausted Hyde’s complaints process. This takes hours of letter writing and chasing.  
 
Hyde confirmed that these are outlined changes, holding replies are not in the spirit of new 
approach, Not looking to extend and use additional 10 days routinely. Only for complex repairs 
where we need a surveyor for example) 
 
This has required a complete rethink and re-prioritisation of all customer facing teams to plan 
complaint handling appropriately in the middle of it all.   
 
All those points noted will be removed within this new process.  

6.9 It’s a positive change, into a transition period over the next couple of months, by the next financial 
year we will start with strong embedded process.  
 

6.10 RIT asked to inspect the Complaints service regularly.  
Reporting to HOP and CV regularly with complaints updates so this can be monitored.  
 

 7. Home owners benchmarking survey proposal 
 

7.1 Questions publicised (on OAK) are the questions used in Hyde’s tracker survey due to 
benchmarking – using the basic questions that is used by Business Intelligence as a baseline.  
 
Additional 3-5 questions which would be useful in context of ‘lifecycle of homeowner’ project 
 
It was recommend that the survey be commissioned jointly with HOP to raise awareness of the 
work HOP are doing. Areas that questions could cover: 

- Priorities for improvement.  
- 3 things visibly to improve responsiveness (lowest scoring areas) 



- Digital opportunities – what would be most beneficial for people 
- Local services and priorities 

  

7.2 We can get advice and guidance from business. Can’t make the survey too long so that we get 
the best from the feedback.  
 
Question ideas for consideration;  
 
Missing something relating to communication with Hyde in general? 
Are you aware of My Account and aware of plans to move services online? 
 
How do you normally correspond with Hyde? Then if online, go into the details? 
Better analyse how customers want to engage with the business to help shape plans. 
 

7.3 Timescale – next window of opportunity with the analytics team is March to do this. Analytics 
team have a work schedule planned. This gives them the time to set questions etc.  
 
Audience - Large sample size – all homeowners to be included (unless marketing preferences etc 
majority would receive)  
  
Consistency of numbering to be looked at. Some are (qu4) 0-10 some are (qu5) 1-10 scale.  
 
Invite to join focus groups with HOP - ACTION 
 

7.4 Results to be expected to be shared by next meeting scheduled for 4 May in a report to be 
discussed at the next meeting.  
 
OAK will need to be used to gain feedback, get comments and sign off on questions from 
members.  
 

 8. Planning for ‘Lifecycle of a Homeowner’  
 

8.1 HOP members discussed the items that they want to review within this project and how they 
should approach it: 

1) Satisfaction survey taking place is the first stage.  
2) Review defects inspection findings 
3) Suggested: Focus Group – structured discussion around one topic to focus discussions, 

virtual meetings with residents. Widen reach and invite.      
 

8.2 HOP want to raise awareness of the group but collect feedback from other Home Owners about 
their experience of the service.  
 
1-hour workshop style was recommended in focus groups 
 
Structured, open discussion around one topic, take lead from specialists at Hyde. (customer 
involvement team guidance etc)  
 
Directly hear from residents about their experience of the service. This is what we need to hear so 
that we can understand where satisfaction is falling. 
 

8.3 It was agreed to wait until after next meeting to start.  
 
Survey results and defects inspection findings will be used as guiding thoughts for the groups. 
And to make selection on which topic to start with.  
 
Middle of February to feedback comments on the Survey. ACTION 
 
Customer Involvement to plan dates for these meetings and focus groups. ACTION 
 
 



 9. Customer involvement projects update 
 

9.1 Report was taken as read.  
 
Strategy update and overview of customer involvement activities. Priority focus; Recruitment of 
resident volunteers.  
 
Recognise that informal connections difficult in virtual meetings so informal sessions with formal 
groups and new volunteers. Ideas – feedback on OAK ideas of how this can be improved? 
 
Recruitment of resident volunteers – recruit to formal groups. Informal workshop discussions with 
new interested members. Meet the members.  
 
Residents involved in staff recruitment – This is re-launching in April and widen the scope of the 
activity.  
 
Last part of the report is an update on the themes of the strategy – no questions raised.  
 
Thursday – white Paper discussion with Customer Voice. All invited to attend and take part in tis 
workshop.  
 
This is discussing the new white paper – the proposal from the government about how the sector 
should be regulated, engagement and listening to residents.  
 
Invitation to everyone at meeting to attend. Information to be circulated. 
 

9.2 Informal approach workshops in the Lifecycle project will widen the approach.  
 
Briefing note and invite to be sent to all for invite.  
 

 10. A.O.B 
 

10.1 No A.O.B was raised.  
 

 Meeting finished 19:31 
 

 


